MEMORANDUM FOR Pittsburgh District Commander, ( CELRP-PM-EF, Jeffery Benedict), 1000 Liberty Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4186

SUBJECT: Approval of Review Plan for the Section 14 Streambank Protection Project, Lick Run, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania (PA) – Project # 145879


2. The subject Review Plan has been prepared in accordance with EC 1165-2-214, Civil Works Review and dated 15 December 2012. The review plan was reviewed for policy compliance and MSC comments and the district’s resolution are posted in DrChecks. All comments have been satisfactorily resolved and are closed.

3. I approve the enclosed Review Plan. Subsequent revisions to this review plan or its execution will require new written approval from this office and is subject to change as circumstances require, consistent with the Project Management Business Process.

4. The District is requested to post the review plan to its website. Prior to posting, the names of all individuals identified in the review plan should be removed.

5. The point of contact for the MSC’s approval is Gary Mosteller, P.E.; he can be reached at 513-684-3159.

Encls

RICHARD G. KAISER
Brigadier General, USA
Commanding

CF:
CECW-LRD (Prettyman)